
Figure 1 Screen image of the Rose Development Calculator.
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greenhouse temperature set-points
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Greenhouse growers are currently feeling the pressure to modify greenhouse temperature set
points due to high energy costs. This report focuses on cut-flower rose crop timing in relation to
changes in greenhouse temperature set-points.  This will be useful during the winter as growers
try to conserve fuel for heating and in the summer with modified cooling strategies.

Reductions in air temperature need to be made with great caution.  Many growers have tried to
lower temperature only to find numerous problems, ranging from deformations of flower, to a
total cessation of production, to disease problems.  Additionally production timing is messed up.

Most growers are aware that crop scheduling needs to change when temperatures are changed,
but few have a specific accurate method for doing this.  A model developed by us a few years ago
can be used to make specific calculations to assist in making such decisions. While this
information has been available for several years, growers have found it difficult to make the
calculations.  I am currently developing a software tool to make this easier. 

Although it is likely to take several months before a final version of this software is ready, we are
making a preliminary version
available to growers because of
the urgency of the situation.  The
testing of the software suggests
that it is making accurate
calculations, but growers who use
it will find ample room for
improvement.  So the results
should be used with caution.  

At the Denver meeting (March
29-31) there will be a training
session on how to use this
software and there will be
discussion on how we can work
together to improve it.

The software (Fig 1) works as
follows: the grower selects a
particular cultivar from a list,
enters the prevailing greenhouse
air temperatures, and selects a
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particular crop stage that is to occur
on a particular date. Click on
“calculate” and all other dates related
crop production are calculated. The
crop development stages that it deals
with are Bud Break (BB), Visible
bud (VB), and Harvestable (HV =
reflexing sepals on the flower). At
the end of this report are pictures that
show what these stages look like on
the plants. Growers can enter lower
or higher temperature values to see
what that does to the various key
dates in the production cycle.

One major drawback is that each rose
variety has a different rate of
development.  This means that a
different set of parameters are needed
for each variety. Getting such
parameter estimates is called “model
calibration”. Unfortunately we have
the model calibrated for only 3
varieties; we are currently getting the
numbers for 4 other varieties (thanks
to Don Howell at Pajaro Valley in
Watsonville who is lending us fully-
grown plants and Miss Carola
Gonzalez, a visiting scientist from
Spain who is collecting the data as a
volunteer).

If you are a grower and wish to use the
preliminary version, then you will need
to try to calibrate the model based on
your production records. This is done
as follows: dig through your records
for timing data for a variety that is
similar to one of the ones in the
software (E.g. Kardinal). For a
particular pinched crop, find the pinch
date, the bud break date, visible bud
date, and harvest date. Find the



temperature data that went with this and calculate the average temperature.  

Now run the software and select one of the varieties (e.g. Kardinal), adjust the temperature panel
so that the average temperature is the same as what your plants had, select the pinch date (CT) as
the one to be locked in and select the date on which this occurred. Now hit calculate. At this
point the various dates (other than the date you locked in) are likely to be wrong. If that is the
case, then you will need to change the individual parameter values (heat units) that are used in
the calculation to represent your plants.  This is done as follows:  On the computer screen find
the “Parameters values to be used in the calculations”. In the boxes just below that you can
change the numbers. Starting with the Bud Break change the parameter value for this: make it
larger if the calculated date for BB is earlier than your records indicate; smaller if it is too late
(about 15 units for each day). Hit Calculate. Repeat this with different estimates for the Bud
Break parameter until the calculated BB date is the date in your production records.

Repeat this for VB and HV until you have dates that match what you observed. Now write the
parameter values down on a piece of paper. These are your very own parameter values for your
particular plants. 

You can put these into the Model Parameter Values Database (the grid at the top) by clicking on
the  button and entering all the information in the new record. Use the correct variety
name. Under “Citn” type the location  of the plants that you used and your name.  When you are
done click the  button. To verify that everything worked, select this record that you just
created by clicking on it; then calculate. Everything should be correct.  

You will need to repeat this for each variety that you have in your greenhouses. Once the model
is calibrated for your situation, you should be able to use it. Please let me know if something is
not working right of if the estimations are not working for your particular situation.

Example for Mother’s Day:

With a particular variety/parameter set selected, you can now try to use the program to see what
happens if you change temperatures.  To do this: In the "Greenhouse condition" panel, select the
“normal” day and night temperature averages. The program automatically recognizes numbers to
be either Fahrenheit or Celsius. Enter the day length (hours of day time temperature; use
fractional parts as decimals). Note that this is changing radically during fall and spring and the
program is not able to automatically adjust this in the calculations. Use the number that is likely
to represent how your heating/cooling system is operating (rather than day-light information). I.e.
by "day length" the program means the number of hours that your day-temperature is operational.
Whatever you do, verify that the average 24-hr temperature is being calculated correctly since
this is the most important number in the calculations. In the example in Figure 1 the day time
temperature of 69.5F occurs for 11 hours and 15 minutes. The rest of the 24-hour period is at
61.5F. These are actual temperature averages, rather than thermostat set-points. 



In the "Select fixed date" panel select the event for which you want the date to be fixed and then
select the desired date for that event. Note that the example in the figure is set up to do this for
the day before Valentines day 2001. So to aim for Mother’s day use May 11 2001 (the Friday
before; use whatever date is appropriate for you) in the HV slot and make sure that its
radiobutton is selected. When you click on the "Calculate" button the other three dates are
calculated for you. You can now read off the dates when everything needs to occur. 

Now change the temperatures to something different (i.e. something you are contemplating). Hit
calculate and read off you new dates on which things need to happen.

The edit box at the bottom of the window allows you to automatically include any of the results
by simply clicking the "Add to report" button. You can edit in this text and even save it to a file.
You can also copy and paste information from here to any other word processor (from whence
you can print it out and give it to your crew to implement). 

Note that you can (and should) also use this software to verify that a crop is on time at the Visible
bud stage. The closer you are to the target date, the more accurate the program’s predictions will
be.  If your crop has just reached VB, then you would select the current date for VB; set the
radiobutton in front of VB, enter your anticipated average temperature conditions for the days
until harvest and Calculate to see the other dates.  If your target date is off then you adjust the
temperatures (and calculate again) until you hit the date you need to hit. If it’s an impossible
situation then you’ll need to find another market for that crop.

Note that these numbers are just guidelines and we are still working on verifying things. We
cannot be responsible for mis-timed rose crops; so use these results as rough guidelines only.
Please let me know if you use the software and how it is working for you. The software can be
found at http://Lieth.UCDavis.edu/Research/HU/RoseTime 




